Curriculum Committee Approvals: November 16th, 2020

- **Modified Course Proposals:**
  - **MATH 3 (Multivariable Calculus)**– 5 Units, 5 Units Lecture) GR, 1X, **DE-FO-E, OFI-E, PO-E**, AA/AS: Communications and Analytical Thinking, Mathematics, CSU T/GE B4, UC T, IGETC 2A. Prerequisite: MATH 2 with a minimum grade of C. TOP Code: 1701.00 – Mathematics, General. SAM Code: E. Discipline: Mathematics. (Start Date: Fall 2021)
  - **NMAT 264 (Math Jam for SLAM Preparation)**– 12-60 Hours, 12-60 Hours Lab) P/NP, **DE-FO-E, OFI-E, PO-E**. Elementary and Secondary Basic Skills, One level below transfer. TOP Code: 1702.00 – Mathematics Skills. SAM Code: E. Discipline: Mathematic-Basic Skills: Noncredit. (Start Date: Summer 2021)
  - **NMAT 265 (Math Jam for BSTEM Preparation)**– 12-60 Hours, 12-60 Hours Lab) P/NP, **DE-FO-E, OFI-E, PO-E**. Elementary and Secondary Basic Skills, One level below transfer. TOP Code: 1702.00 – Mathematics Skills. SAM Code: E. Discipline: Mathematic-Basic Skills: Noncredit. (Start Date: Summer 2021)
  - **PCN 10 (Career and Educational Planning)**– 2 Units, 2 Units Lecture) OP, 1X, **DE-FO, OFI, CSU T/GE: E**. TOP Code: 4930.10- Career Guidance and Orientation. SAM Code: E. Discipline: Counseling. (Start Date: Fall 2021)
  - **PCN 15 (College Study Skills)**– 2 Units, 2 Units Lecture) OP, 1X, **DE-FO, CSU T**. TOP Code: 4930.10- Career Guidance and Orientation. SAM Code: E. Discipline: Counseling. (Start Date: Fall 2021)
  - **PCN 18 (University Transfer Planning)**– 1 Unit, 1 Unit Lecture) OP, 1X, **DE-FO, PO, CSU T/GE: E, UC T**. TOP Code: 4930.10- Career Guidance and Orientation. SAM Code: E. Discipline: Counseling. (Start Date: Fall 2021)
  - **PCN 30 (Student Success and the College Experience)**– 3 Units, 3 Units Lecture) OP, 1X, **DE-FO, OFI, PO, CSU T/GE: E, UC T**. TOP Code: 4930.10- Career Guidance and Orientation. SAM Code: E. Discipline: Counseling. (Start Date: Fall 2021)

- **Requisites:**
  - **MATH 3: Multivariable Calculus**–Prerequisite: MATH 2 with a minimum grade of C.

- **DE Addendums:**
  - **FST 1: Fire Protection Organization** – **FO, OFI, PO**
  - **FST 2: Principles of Fire and Emergency Services Safety and Survival** – **FO, OFI, PO**
  - **FST 3: Fire Behavior and Combustion** – **FO, OFI, PO**
  - **FST 4: Fire Prevention** – **FO, OFI, PO**
  - **FST 5: Fire Protection Systems** – **FO, OFI, PO**
  - **FST 6: Building Construction for Fire Protection** – **FO, OFI, PO**
  - **FST 12A: LPC-Regional Fire Academy-Firefighter 1A Structure Module**– **PO**
  - **FST 12B: LPC-Regional Fire Academy/FF1B Hazmat/WMD Module**– **PO**
  - **FST 12C: LPC-Regional Fire Academy/Firefighter 1C Wildland Module**– **PO**
  - **GEOL 1L: Physical Geology Laboratory** – **FO, OFI, PO**
  - **GEOL 12L: Introduction to Oceanography Lab** – **FO, OFI, PO**
  - **HORT 52: Spring Plant Material Identification** - **PO-E**
  - **HORT 57: Landscape and Turfgrass Management** - **PO-E**
  - **HORT 67: Interior Plantscapes**- **PO-E**
  - **KIN ETD1: Eskrima – Tenio DeCuerdas 1** - **FO-E**
  - **KIN ETD2: Eskrima – Tenio DeCuerdas 2** - **FO-E**
• KIN ETD3: Eskrima – Tenio DeCuerdas 3 - FO-E
• KIN ETD4: Eskrima – Tenio DeCuerdas 4 - FO-E
• MATH 3: Multivariable Calculus – FO-E, OFI-E, PO-E
• NMAT 264: Math Jam for SLAM Preparation – FO-E, OFI-E, PO-E
• NMAT 265: Math Jam for BSTEM Preparation – FO-E, OFI-E, PO-E
• PCN 10: Career and Educational Planning – FO, OFI
• PCN 15: College Study Skills – FO
• PCN 18: University Transfer Planning – FO, PO
• PCN 30: Student Success and the College Experience – FO, OFI, PO
• THEA 31A: Drama Workshop – Beginning - FO-E, PO-E
• THEA 31B: Drama Workshop – Intermediate - FO-E, PO-E
• THEA 31C: Drama Workshop – Advanced - FO-E, PO-E
• VWT 1: World Wines: New World- FO, PO
• VWT 10: Introduction to Viticulture- FO
• VWT 20: Introduction to Enology- FO
• VWT 31: Fall Vineyard Operations- FO-E, OFI, PO
• VWT 41: Fall Winery Operations - FO-E, OFI, PO

• Course Deactivations: Spring 2021
  • BUSN 77: Finance and Insurance Procedures for Medical Offices
  • ITLN 1A: Beginning Italian
  • ITLN 1B: Elementary Education
  • LIBR 5: College Research and Databases
  • LIBR 8: Research and Information Literacy
  • MATH 110C: Concurrent Support for Elementary Algebra
  • NMAT 210C: Concurrent Support for Elementary Algebra
  • NMAT 261: Math Jam for Prealgebra Preparation
  • NMAT 262: Math Jam for Elementary Algebra Preparation
  • NMAT 263: Math Jam for Intermediate Algebra Preparation

• Program Deactivations: Fall 2021
  • Computer Desktop OS Security Certificate of Achievement
  • Computer Network Technician Certificate of Achievement
  • Digital Forensics Examiner Certificate of Achievement
  • Microsoft Systems Administration Certificate of Achievement

• New Programs:
  • Elementary Teacher Education AA-T (22-26 Units Area of Emphasis, 60 Units Total, TOP Code: 4901.20 – Liberal Studies (teaching preparation), Program Goal: Transfer, Start Date: Fall 2021)

• Modified Programs:
  • College Mathematics Support Certificate of Competency (66- 228 Hours, CDCP Elementary or Secondary Basic Skills, TOP Code: 1702.00 - Mathematics Skills, Start Date: Fall 2021)
  • Kinesiology AA-T (22-26 Units Area of Emphasis, 60 Units Total, TOP Code: 1270.00 – Kinesiology, Program Goal: Transfer, Start Date: Fall 2021)